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MYSTERY JAM EVENT

Music  club  of  SVCE  in  association  with  the  Manoke  app  conducted  an  online

“MYSTERY JAM” competition on the 1st and 2nd August, 2020. Manoke is a popular and an

award-winning App that has been there for 3+ years and provides access to some of the

popular Indian music where one can learn and play their favourite songs on guitar, keyboard

and drums. It gives access to the lyrics for the songs and frees you from maintaining notes

using the traditional book and paper. They are very popular amongst the various colleges in

Chennai. Manokè has been doing several creative events and competitions like these in the

past years with several colleges. 

Music Club of SVCE collaborated with Manoke to conduct the first ever 'Mystery

Jam' competition for our students. This was a team event where students grouped themselves

into teams of minimum of 4 members  and virtually  came together.  The best  teams were

awarded prizes by Manoke.  This is a unique event where the musicians did not know what

the other musician is singing or playing. Totally 6 bands competed in this event. Basically a

tempo and scale was given to all team members of a band and six hours were given for each

team to  come up with  their  final  track.  All  the  final  videos  were  posted  on music  club

SVCE’s social media channel. The winning band was chosen by the judges from Manoke app

and the runner up team was decided on the basis of total number of likes and shares. The



winners were Team C lead by Ms. Divya Gurumoorthy, 4th year CSE department and the

runner up team were Team D lead by Ms.Tanvee, 4th year ECE. The winning teams were

given prizes worth 5k by the Manoke app.



ONLINE AUDITION EVENT 

The  Music  club  of  SVCE organised  an  Online  Audition  event  for  the  first  year

students  of SVCE on May 16th,  2021 via  Zoom.  The music club is  a  great  platform for

students to showcase their talents in vocals and playing instruments. This one day audition

event gave the first year students an oppourtunity to perform to the judges and to the other

participants.  The event  was a grand success with around 60 students  participating  in  the

event. Out of this 25 students were evaluated by the judges and were selected as members of

music club on various categories. 

OFFICE BEARERS OF MUSIC CLUB  2020 -21

1. Sanjeevi Easwar (4th year, CHE) - PRESIDENT

2. Srinithi.A (3rd year, INT) - VICE PRESIDENT 

3. Rohit Aradhya (4th year, AUT) - Secretary 

4. Sarvesh.S (4th year, CHE) - Treasurer 

5. Vishraanth Prabhakar (4th year, AUT) - Cultural coordinator 

6. Sakthi Saileshram.S.R (4th year, ECE) - Cultural coordinator 

7. Jannavi.R (3rd year, BIO) - Media/marketing head 

8. Shweta.R (3rd year, CSE) - Media/marketing head 

9. Aaditya.R (2nd year, MEC) - Joint Secretary
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